
TRADER’S EDGE 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) 
 
1. What is Trader’s Edge? 

Trader’s Edge is new generation trading tool which gives automated Buy & Sell 

signals through predefined Technical Rules. Trader’s Edge can be used as 100% 

mechanical and system based trading system. On our trading system, you can select 

your trading plan & can carry out one click multiple order executions. It is universal 

so that it can be applied to any markets. Trader’s Edge has provided traders with 

specific optimal buy and sell signals as well as dynamic risk-control. 

 
2. Why do you need Trader’s Edge? 

Trader’s Edge is to help people develop a full-time trading business that produces 

consistent, above-average profits under various market conditions. Most traders are 

losing money. This is because most of them are disorganized traders and make instant 

trading decisions influenced by hope, greed and fear. What separates the profit 

makers is that they are organized traders and have their own trading plan as per their 

trading style. 

 
3. What is Trading Plan? 

A Trading plan is a set of rules which clearly defines what, when & how trading is 

to be done. A foolproof trading plan executed through robust technology is what 

transforms a disorganized trader into an organized trader. 

 
4. On what basis Buy & Sell signals are generated? 

Signals are generated on the stocks volatility. Price if crossed the volatility range 

either any directions, then Buy/Sell entry signal is generated with a calculated entry 

stop loss. 

 
5. How does a trailing stop loss work? 

A trailing stop is designed to protect gains by enabling a trade to remain open and 

continue to profit as long as the price is moving in the right direction, but closing 

the trade if the price changes direction by a specified percentage. 

 
6. What is ‘No Trading Zone’? 

During sideways market Trader’s Edge generates lesser number of signals due to the 

inbuilt concept of “No Trading Zone” in the strategy. Trader’s Edge generates signals 

only when there is strength in the trend. 

 
7. How can I access Trader’s Edge software? 

Trader’s Edge is a subscription based tool in the Fox Trade software. It can be 

accessed in Trading option Signal Manager. 



8. Which segments signals are given? 

There are 3 segments covered i.e Equity, Currencies & Commodities. 

 

9. How many stocks are covered in this 3 segment 

There are Nifty50 stocks & Nifty & Bank Nifty, 4 currencies & 9 commodities are 

covered in this strategy. 

 

10. How many strategies are implemented in Trader’s Edge? 

There are 2 types of strategies i.e Swing & Momentum. 

 
11. What is Trading Plan? 

A trading plan is a structure or a set of guidelines to define your trading activity.  

It can be an extremely useful tool to help you focus on planning and executing your 

trading strategy. 

Trading Plan includes: Which stock we want to trade, qty of this stock, exit method 

like system base, target wise, risk reward basis. 

 
12. What is Position Sizing? 

Position size is the constant amount invested or quantity bought in each trade. 

Trader’s Edge allows you to maintain a fixed position size which enables consistency 

in returns. For cash market, user can set position size either by entering investment 

amount or Quantity. For F&O, currencies & commodities market, user can set 

position size by entering number of lots per trade. 

 
13. What do you mean by Stock Selection? 

You should know your stocks before you trade. Select stocks based on their 

trending behaviour. 

 
14. How do I subscribe Trader’s Edge Software? 

Trader’s Edge is a subscription base product for Prabhudas Lilladher Trading 

account holders. For subscription you can mail TEA@plindia.com or get in touch 

via phone on 022-66322479 

mailto:kiransalvi@plindia.com

